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0. Introduction
This report focuses on the Riviera del Brenta, in the Veneto region, within the third setting
defined by the PICH project, landscape heritage. Historically a favourite resort for Venetian
patrician families but also a productive and infrastructured landscape, it has been significantly
urbanised through the XXth century and is now being developed as a tourist attraction. The
report explores the role played by the area’s landscape heritage, both in its planning and
management and in citizens’ sense of place.

1. Riviera del Brenta
1.1. Location of the study area and more sub-area
The Riviera del Brenta is the area which runs alongside the naviglio del Brenta, a 30km-long
canal which stems from the Brenta river at Stra, close to Padua, and flows into the Venice
lagoon at Fusina. It covers the municipalities of Stra, Fiesso d’Artico, Dolo and Mira.

Fig. 1 The Riviera del Brenta, between Padua and Venice

The case study will be focused on Mira, which is itself composed of rather scattered
settlements (frazioni): respectively Mira taglio (where the town hall is situated), Mira Porte,
Oriago and Malcontenta either on one or both sides of the canal, Borbiago,
Dogaletto, Gambarare, Giare, Marano Veneziano, Piazza Vecchia, and Porto Menai. The
northern ones reach the graticolato romano, a vast remnant of ancient Roman centuriation,
and the southern ones face the Venice lagoon. The municipality of Mira as a whole covers an
area of nearly 100 square kilometers and counts almost 39.000 inhabitants, resulting in a
density of 390 inhabitants per km².1 It is part of the Città Metropolitana di Venezia (Venice
Metropolitan District) which replaced the former Provincia di Venezia in 2014. It is also part
of the ‘Venice and its lagoon’ World Heritage site’s buffer zone (Comune di Venezia, 2013).

1 Such figure is quite high, compared to those of the province of Padua and the Venice metropolitan
district which it crosses -respectively  437 and 345 inhabitants per km² (data ISTAT, see URL
http://www.tuttitalia.it/veneto/38-province/densita/)
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1.2. History and significance for cultural heritage

Fig. 2 Mira sulla Riviera del Brenta by Canaletto, oil on canvas, 1760-1770

The naviglio del Brenta is the result of a historical process through which the Venice Republic
has engineered the displacement of most natural streams of water, in order to prevent their
overflowing into the lagoon, restrain sedimentation as well as to enable water management
and irrigation (Aa.Vv., 2003; Spiazzi & Zucconi, 2001; Tiepolo & Rossi, 2008). Such operation,
under way for most of the last millennium, consisted in particular in the realisation of canals
(navigli or tagli) such as the Brenta Nova and Taglio Novissimo, while the naviglio itself is
somtimes called Brenta Vecchia (‘Old Brenta’). Sluices, mobile bridges and other hydraulic
works completed the system, which also offered a key transport infrastructure for Venice and
its mainland.

From the XVIth to the XVIIIth century many Venetian patrician families had summer
residences built along the naviglio, as in other favourite areas of the mainland (Guiotto, 1983;
Rallo et al., 2015). Such residences, referred to in Italian as ville venete, characterise the
Riviera del Brenta through a remarkable concentration of them, due both to its strategic
situation between Padua and Venice and the proximity of water. They were always
surrounded by more or less extensive parks and gardens, which to this day are a key
component of the Riviera’s landscape. Known under the name of the families who owned
them, those villas also express the Riviera’s bond with Venice, for which it provided both
agricultural products and leisure environments (ibid.; Spiazzi & Zucconi, 2004).
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Urban sprawl has had a strong impact in the are, which has largely lost its rural character on
the northern riverfront, traversed by the main road (strada statale 11 or brentana) (Aa.Vv.,
2003; Munarin & Tosi, 2001). Some industrialisation also occurred, concentrated in some
areas close to the same road; for example the Mira Lanza soap factory, founded in 1924,
occupies 400.000m² in Mira Porte, and its tower is visible from the surrounding countryside.
Indeed, away from more or less extensive settlements situated on the naviglio, fields are still
much present, scattered with old farmhouses or more recent single-family houses along
secondary roads. A tramway connecting the Riviera’s towns to Padua and Fusina (and from
there, Venice) existed between 1909 and 1954, before road traffic on the brentana justified
its removal.

Fig. 3 The Padua-Malcontenta-Fusina tramway at Oriago (from Wikipedia)

The Riviera is a tourist destination (Vallerani, 2013): it attracted 260.000 visitors (excluding
B&Bs and camping) corresponding to 3.000 jobs in 2016; the sole comune of Mira saw 84.866
arrivals the same year.2

1.3. Challenges for the area
Erosion of rural areas is particularly critical in Veneto, where 56,9% of them are concerned
with urban sprawl; the Riviera del Brenta makes no exception (ISTAT, 2016; Munarin & Tosi,

2 Figures exposed in occasion of the conference ‘Organizzare il territorio e diventare una destinazione
turistica’, see ‘Turismo, in crescita presenze e fatturato’, La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre, 12/16/2016;
data for the single comuni are instead available on the statistics section of the Regione del Veneto
website (URL http://statistica.regione.veneto.it/banche_dati_economia_turismo.jsp, and specifically
for the figure reported here
http://statistica.regione.veneto.it/jsp/turismo_comune.jsp?anno=2016&provenienza=0&x1=5&re-
gione=27023+-+Mira&B1=Visualizza+in+Html)
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2001). Its very situation between two of the main cities in Veneto in terms of population,
economy and institutions, still causes many transport infrastructures and commercial or
productive developments to be planned. While some of these designs seem to have been
definitively abandoned also due to the economic crisis, others have been already partially
realised but would need significant investments to be completed. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall
spatial impact that these projects could have, for which they have been resolutely opposed
by local associations and political parties (Fregolent, 2014).

Although much of the traffic between Padua and Venice is absorbed by the A57 highway,
traffic within the Riviera itself and commuting from there to both cities cause much
congestion on the main road SS11 or “Brentana” which runs along the naviglio. The junctions
which connected it to the A57 highway at the level of Dolo and Mira-Oriago might have
contributed to redirect part of the traffic, while they resulted in land consumption and
significant disruptions of continuities in the Riviera’s landscape. Significantly, intense traffic
and smog are among the main issues raised by local associations and committees (see
further, section 5).

Another large-scale infrastructure, the Orte-Mestre highway, is instead still incomplete;
proposed by the Bonsignore group and inserted in the national public works list in 2003, it
went through an erratic political and financing process and was finally discarded by the
Ministry of Public Works in 2015.3

The naviglio itself is unfit for large-scale transport, and appropriate mostly for leisure and
tourism. Thus, to channel commercial traffic and to unload road transport, an additional
waterway (idrovia) has been planned and partially realised in its extreme segments, toward
Venice and Padua; it has been called ‘the great unfinished [project] in Veneto’.4 In 2016 the
united mayors of the Riviera area solicited the Veneto Region to resume the project5, and at
the same time to discard the project of an additional road for trucks (camionabile) which
would have run along the waterway.6

Linked to the camionabile was the plan for a 460-hectare logistic hub (polo logistico) between
Dogaletto and Giare, in the parts of Mira confining with the Venice lagoon. Promoted at the
regional level since 2009, it raised strong opposition from local associations and some
administrations and seems suspended so far (Fregolent, 2014).

Also related to those transport infrastructures are several large-scale real estate
developments. One is ‘Veneto City’, a commercial and productive hub presented in its latest
version as a ‘smart city green’ dedicated to industries ‘made in Veneto’; born in 1998 with the
firm Veneto City Spa, it seemed very close to be implemented after an agreement was signed

3 See http://atlanteitaliano.cdca.it/conflitto/lautostrada-orte-mestre-un-progetto-ad-elevato-impatto-
ambientale
4 See for example I. Cacciavillani, ‘Idrovia Padova-Venezia, ‘la grande incompiuta del XX secolo in
Veneto’’, in Corriere del Veneto, 09/13/17, and in the same issue M. Bonet, ‘Idrovia Venezia-Padova, Il
grande spreco’
5 Instead, the heritage-environmental association Italia Nostra has recently
6 See for example ‘I sindaci: “No alla camionabile, si all’idrovia”’, in La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre,
03/02/16
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in 2011 between the Veneto region, the province of Venice and the municipalities of Dolo
and Pianiga. Here again though strong opposition from local associations and administrations’
hesitations have suspended the process. Another one, which instead was to be situated right
by the naviglio, was VERVE (‘Venice Escape River Vacation Experience’) or Città della Moda
(‘Fashion City’), a 185.000m³ business and leisure hub promoted by the A.C.Ri.B.
(Associazione Calzaturifici Riviera del Brenta, ‘Association of the Riviera del Brenta shoe
factories’)7. While the Veneto City project might not have been definitively dismissed, Città
della Moda now seems filed.

Finally, the project commissioned by the Ministry of Economic Development of an overhead
power line between Dolo and Camin, close to Padua, has raised mobilisation from local
associations and administrations, who ask for its revision in favour of an underground line.8

A singular event should be mentioned for the damage it caused as well as the mark it left in
inhabitants memories: on July 8, 2015, a tornado traversed Mira for almost 12km, leaving
many buildings ruined (a XVIIIth-century villa was torn to the ground) and causing many
victims, both injured and/or evacuated.

Fig. 4 ‘Devastation [along the Riviera del Brenta] map’ (Mappa della devastazione), by OpzioneZero9

7 See the association’s website (URL http://www.acrib.it/chi_siamo.asp?sec=1)
8 See for example Giacomo Piran, ‘Riviera del Brenta in piazza contro l’elettrodotto’, La Nuova di
Venezia e Mestre, 05/05/17
9 URL http://www.opzionezero.org/2012/07/11/mappa-della-devastazione/
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2. Planning reform: evolution of the governance and planning of
the historic built environment

2.1. Evolution of policy 1945-2006
The concept of landscape as a cultural asset to be safeguarded has been soon introduced in
Italian legislation, in relationship to planning. Thus postwar legislation as for landscapes was
based upon the national act n° 1497/1939, dedicated to ‘natural beauties’ (bellezze naturali)
and voted the same year as the act dedicated to ‘items of cultural and historic interest’ (cose
d’interesse artistico e storico) (n° 1089). Both shared an approach based on the identification
of singular ‘items’ or ‘beauties’ of particular value; local heritage administrations, the
soprintendenze, were responsible for their conservation (Boldon Zanetti, 2016).

Regarding planning more specifically, while the 1942 planning act (Legge urbanistica, n°
1150/1942) entrusted local master plans (sg. piano regolatore generale, PRG) to
municipalities (comuni), these seldom had the means to produce them. Similarly, the
introduction of regional planning (sg. piano territoriale di coordinamento, PTC), for which the
government itself was responsible, was not yet to be applied (MiBACT, 2017).

Post-war reconstruction and real estate speculation, as well as the country’s industrial and
commercial development, led to rapid spatial evolutions, and in particular to an increasing
land consumption (Lanzani, 2005). In such context, the ‘National Association for Historic-
Artistic Urban Cores’ (Associazione Nazionale Centri Storico-Artistici, ANCSA) founded by
Giovanni Astengo in 1961 promoted conservation planning, both by calling for more
restrictions and by promoting best practices. But ANCSA’s action was focused on historic
urban cores rather than landscapes.

The two key provisions for planning and urban heritage adopted in 1967 and 1968 had little
impact on non-urban landscapes. The first one (L. n° 765/1967 or legge ponte) set the terms
for state intervention in the comuni which still hadn’t produced a master plan (PRG), while
securing the effectiveness of the latter before their ratification by the regional offices of the
competent Ministry. The second one (Ministerial Decree n° 1444/1968, Decreto sugli
standard) systematised zoning and set planning parametric standards for public spaces and
functions for each of the urban area types it defined (Zone Territoriali Omogenee), according
to their common characters (Piccinato, 2010). Regional planning still had to be enforced
(Galasso, 2007).

Regions were finally instituted in 1970 (Leg. n° 281/1970), adding a governance level
between the central government on the one hand, and the provinces (province) and
municipalities on the other hand. Presidential decree n° 8/1972 soon transferred
competence for regional planning to Regions. Also the approval of master plans presented by
municipalities was then transferred to them from the Ministry of Public Works (Leg. n°
616/1977).

Despite such innovation in regional governance, the inefficiency of the 1939 landscape act
was still perceivable in the amount of abuse perpetrated against listed landscapes. This led to
the elaboration of the Ministerial Decree soon converted in a national act (n° 431/1985)
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called legge Galasso, in the name of the State secretary for Cultural and Environmental
Goods Giuseppe Galasso who promoted it. Unlike the 1939 act which it largely improved and
updated, it provided a comprehensive framework in the field of landscape conservation,
bringing three major innovations:

- an organic system which instituted listing by territorial categories (riversides, ...)
- the obligation for competent authorities (already the regions) to elaborate regional
landscape plans
- the ban of any modification to the areas listed under the categories mentioned
above for the time of such regional plans’ elaboration and approval.

Among the act’s main aims was to enhance State initiative as opposed to that of
soprintendenze and other peripheral bodies controlled by the Ministry, and to extend its
competence beyond the boundaries of listed property, in ‘a form of national landscape plan’
(Galasso, 2007). It also constituted a significant move from the aesthetic concept of
landscape expressed by the 1939 and 1942 acts, to a more environmental perspective.

Instead, it provided no basis for an efficient coordination with other competent authorities,
including the Ministry of Environment (Ministero dell’ambiente, L n° 349/1986), significantly
instituted in 1986; but this is particularly problematic as regards planning authorities and
tools. The legge Galasso indeed didn’t tackle the methodological issues that regional
landscape planning raised, and failed to bring regions to elaborate and subsequently approve
their regional plans, of which only 5 exist to this day (Ghersi, 2007; MiBACT, 2017). Finally, it
couldn’t prevent common abuse of various relevance, motivated both by private and
corporate interests, and soon further enabled by norms which introduced exceptions to the
act and generalised amnesty and commutation (Galasso, 2007).

Following an approach similar to that inscribed in the legge Galasso, in Veneto a regional act
passed the same year (LR n° 24/1985) aimed at promoting agricultural land both as
productive and as a natural and cultural heritage. But successive modifications allowed its use
for real estate development (Munarin & Tosi, 2001). Still in 1985, about ten years after the
progressive transfer of competence as for planning from the government to regions, Veneto
approved its first planning act (n° 61/1985), which gave way to the elaboration of the.
Regional Coordination Plan (Piano Territoriale Regionale di Coordinamento, PTRC).

Regarding landscape, the turn of the century corresponded to a sensible shift from a more
‘conservative’ approach, as expressed through the national conference organised by the
Ministry of Culture in Rome in 1999 (MiBAC, 1999). But although the European Landscape
Convention was signed in Florence, it took some time for it to be consistently applied,
although it was constantly cited in heritage and planning acts and tools (Cinquini, 2016.
Ghersi, 2007).

The comprehensive reform of heritage administration and legislation that occurred between
1999 and 2004 through the Testo Unico and finally the introduction of the Codice dei Beni
Culturali e del Paesaggio (or ‘Cultural Heritage and Landscape Code’), still didn’t resolve the
issue of the scarce synergy between conservation and planning, particularly critical at the
regional level. Thus, whilst it has been noted that significant innovations consisted in the
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soprintendenze’s faculty to participate in the elaboration of regional landscape plans and in
the introduction of the ’National Observatory for Landscape Quality’ (Osservatorio Nazionale
per la Qualità del Paesaggio) (Galasso, 2007), the former hasn’t been systematically applied
and the latter was effective only from 2015 (MiBACT, 2017). On the other hand, the Codice
constitued an appreciable acknowledgement of the European Landscape Convention,
initiating a process still under way (De Montis, 2016).

Two years after the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio the Codice dell’Ambiente
(‘Environmental Code’) was promulgated by Legislative Decree n° 152/2006. Such code aimed
to integrate and coordinate previous legislation in the field, including EU law, in particular as
regards the introduction of Environmental Impact Assessment (VIA in Italian) and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (VAS) (Cinquini, 2016).

At the local level, the first planning tools regarding the Riviera del Brenta were the PTRC
mentioned above, which was finally approved in 1992 (LR n° 382/1992), and the 1989
Regional Development Programme (Programma Regionale di Sviluppo, LR n° 6/1989). More
environment-oriented and focused specifically on the Venice lagoon, the 1995 PALAV (Piano
di Area della Laguna e dell'Area Veneziana) is presented as ‘a territorial plan integrating
development planning with environmental conservation, restoration of monuments, and
social, economic and cultural development’ (Regione del Veneto, 1999, p. 15). It stems from
the ‘special law’ for the ‘safeguarding of Venice’ (L. 171/1973) as well as from the Regional
Development Programme requirements. Along with the Regional Coordination Plan, it was to
provide ’a single reference framework guaranteeing the authority and consistency of general
and sectoral programming for all public bodies as well as for private intervention’ (ibid.).
Instead, it only partially complied with the obligations for regions to produce a regional
landscape plan, due to the relative limitation of the area it covered. Within the PALAV, the
Riviera del Brenta is treated as a ‘river system of historic interest’ (along with the Piave, Sile,
Bacchiglione, Gorzone, Adige) and an ‘itinerary of historic, monumental and environmental
interest’ (along with the Terraglio and the Miranese roads), implying restrictions and the
promotion of cultural and touristic interventions.

Instead, the Territorial Agreement signed by many institutional stakeholders in Dolo in 2001
was the first tool scaled upon the Riviera itself (Patto Territoriale della Riviera del Brenta).10 It
registered stakeholders’ commitment to promote manufacturing (especially in the shoe
sector), tourism, heritage conservation, local agricultural products, cultural initiatives and
human resources. But although it was subscribed by the Veneto region, it was never
approved by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, as required by the national act on
Territorial agreements (L. 662/96); its implementation was thus left to each administration’s
own initiative.11

In 2004 the Veneto Region adopted a new planning act following new national requirements,
emphasising in particular on the necessary coordination between plans at the various levels

10 Full text accessible (in Italian) online (URL http://polisdoc.cab.unipd.it/politiche-per-i-distretti-
produttivi/calzaturiero/consulta/patti/pattoaggiornato28-3-2001ultimobrenta.pdf)
11 See the dedicated page on the Veneto region’s website (URL
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/fsc/pattiterritoriali)

https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/fsc/pattiterritoriali
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/fsc/pattiterritoriali
http://polisdoc.cab.unipd.it/politiche-per-i-distretti-produttivi/calzaturiero/consulta/patti/pattoaggiornato28-3-2001ultimobrenta.pdf
http://polisdoc.cab.unipd.it/politiche-per-i-distretti-produttivi/calzaturiero/consulta/patti/pattoaggiornato28-3-2001ultimobrenta.pdf
http://polisdoc.cab.unipd.it/politiche-per-i-distretti-produttivi/calzaturiero/consulta/patti/pattoaggiornato28-3-2001ultimobrenta.pdf
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(local, provincial and regional, plus eventual specific environmental plans), and expressing a
more comprehensive and less urban-focused concept of territory, as well as of planning itself
(Tettamanzi, 2010). The same year, the Veneto region also promoted a public debate
followed by the publication of a ‘charter’ presenting ‘the fundamentals of good planning’,
foreseeing the elaboration of the new Regional Territorial Coordination Plan according to the
planning act just adopted (Regione del Veneto, 2004).12 According to a further regional act
(n° 18/2006), the new PTRC shoud be the main planning tool, in addition to its ‘landscape
value’ in compliance with the legge Galasso and Codice dei Beni culturali’s requirement of
regional landscape plans. But such tool was not yet to be effective, nor completed.

2.2.  Evolution of policy 2007-2017
Describe main events and their drivers changes in response to external forces - Drivers – with
special attention to (these  headings may be varied according to local circumstances)

Fig. 5 Cover of the ‘Report on the State of Landscape Policies’ 

It could be argued that recent years have seen the maturation of a new approach to
landscape, more integrated with planning and committed to sustainability and citizen
engagement (Marson, 2016). Thus, only with the 2017 ‘Report on the State of Landscape
Policies’, produced by the Ministry of Culture and key experts, has the Italian State
convincingly adopted the European Convention’s dynamic definition of landscape as ‘an area,
as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural
and/or human factors’ (MiBACT, 2017). Also only recently have the national and regional
(according to diverse institutional models) ‘landscape observatories’ (Osservatori del
paesaggio) been operative. Instead, not always have regional landscape plans been seized as
opportunities to implement such approach (Reho, 2010; Marson, 2016).

Landscape conservation and promotion has been included as an objective of national rural
development programmes from the Piano Strategico Nazionale 2007-2013, following the

12 The charter’s title, Fondamenti del buon governo del territorio. Carta di Asiago, plays upon the node
between ‘good government’ and ‘planning’. See
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requirements of both the new Common Agricultural Policy at the European level, and Codice
dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio at the national level (MiBACT, 2017).

2.2.1.Banking crisis
As elsewhere in Italy, the Veneto region cut its expenditure in culture and heritage after the
crisis, for 56% between 2011 and 2012. The trend has slowly reversed between 2012 and
2013 (+4,2%) (Federculture, 2014).

2.2.2.Climate change
25 years after the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit and the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), resulting in the 1997 Kyoto protocol and followed
by many other international documents, including a significant number of them produced by
the European Commission, Italy still has produced only limited and/or sectoral policies to
tackle climate change. Due in part to the complexity of the issues, such erratic progression
also stems from the decisive role of regions in the field and to a certain lack of resources as
evoked above (Reho, 2009; Marchigiani & Prestamburgo, 2010).

In particular, environmental and heritage policies and administrations are only progressively
starting to work together, and rather on key issues such as land take or through specific
contributions such as that of the Superior Institute for the Safeguard of, and Research on the
Environment (Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale, ISPRA) to the
Report on the State of Landscape Policies (MiBACT, 2017).13 Conversely, regional environment
agencies (sg. Agenzia Regionale di Protezione dell’Ambiente, ARPA) were all but systematically
involved in the elaboration of regional landscape plans. Another key theme is that of
renewable energy; agro-energy has thus been central to 2007-2013 Rural Development
Programmes (sg. Piano di Sviluppo Rurale), much more than in the preceding ones (Reho,
2009; Marchigiani & Prestamburgo, 2010).

Regional act (n° 14/2017) on land take, is one of the first in Italy, while regulation in that
sense has been called for at the national level by planning and environmental associations.
Although its efficiency is discussed and still to be assessed, it can be interpreted as
manifestation of political interest in tackling the issue (see also subsection 2.2.4.).

2.2.3.Neoliberal turn
Destinated to tackle housing crisis, a system of procedural simplification and incentives
known as Piano casa (‘Housing programme’) was decreed by Prime minister Silvio Berlusconi
in 2009, to be then implemented through regional acts. Depending on its regional
declinations, piani casa deregulated the housing sector, through planning exceptions and
permit extensions. In Veneto, three successive versions of the programme (LR n° 14/2009,
13/2011 and 32/2013)14 have been approved, and raised protests and appeals from

13 ISPRA was instituted in 2008 (DL. n° 112/2008 and L. n° 133/2008); its role was recently enhanced
through the enforcement, from January 2017, of the National network System for the Safeguard of the
environment (Sistema Nazionale a rete per la protezione dell'ambiente, SNPA) introduced by L. n°
132/2016. See the organisation’s website (URL http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/it/ispra).
14 See the dedicated page on the Regione Veneto’s website (URL
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/piano-casa)

https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/piano-casa
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/piano-casa
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/piano-casa
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environmentalist associations but also local administrations, against the threat of ‘a planning
far west’ and the management of ‘land as goods’.15

Similarly, regional act on tourism n. 11/2013  and resolution 2286/13 might have contributed
to liberalise the sector. The former provided the new framework for tourism development
and management, resolutely more tourist ore market-oriented. Significantly, the former
tourism development associations (sg. Azienda di Promozione Turistica, APT) ‘destination
management organisations’, as set out by the World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO).16 The
new Organizzazioni di Gestione della Destinazione are defined by the Veneto region in terms
of characteristics and tourist presence.

2.2.4.Technological innovation
Innovation in geographic information systems, and in particular the EU-led Corine Land Cover
(CLC) project, initiated in 1990 but much updated in 2000, has provided the opportunity for a
better management and mapping of data. Italy participated in the project; in Veneto, after
years of elaboration on databases from 1990, 2000 and 2006, a first map of land cover was
made available in 2007 (ARPAV 2010a & 2010b). The comune of Mira also has a geographic
information system (Sistema Informativo Territoriale, SIT), available online.17

2.2.5.Other: tourism development
Tourism development has assumed more significance by the Italian government in recent
years; competence over it has been assigned to the Ministry of Culture, which then became
Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali e del turismo (‘Ministry of Cultural Assets and
Activities and Tourism’)  in 2013. Under the Renzi centre-left government and minister Dario
Franceschini the Ministry has elaborated the first national ‘Strategic Plan for Tourism
Development’ (Piano Strategico di Sviluppo del Turismo 2017-2022). The programme doesn’t
foresee public investment but intends to improve governance and information in the field.
Much market-oriented, it is built according to the three ‘main principles’ of ‘sustainability,
innovation, accessibility’ and its ‘vision’ consists in ‘promoting the beauty (bellezza) of its
heritage and of its territories as a unique and distinctive factor of competitiveness and
attraction’ (MibACT, 2017a).

Although it does not apply to the comuni within the Riviera, a recent focus on small towns
and villages (piccoli comuni & borghi) should be mentioned here, which has been made
concrete by national act n° 158/2017 and the declaration of the same year as the ‘Italian
villages year’ (Anno dei borghi italiani)18 by the Ministry of Culture (also responsible for
tourism) (MiBACT, 2017b). Whilst the former foresees various measures to tackle

15 See for example the motivations of Gruppo d’Intervento Giuridico and Salviamo il paesaggio (URLs
https://gruppodinterventogiuridicoweb.com/2014/01/06/ricorso-contro-il-c-d-piano-casa-del-veneto/
and http://www.salviamoilpaesaggio.it/blog/2016/01/il-terzo-piano-casa-e-la-legge-per-il-
contenimento-del-consumo-di-suolo-della-regione-veneto-il-suolo-come-merce/)
16 See the dedicated pages on the Regione Veneto and the UNWTO websites (URLs
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd and http://www2.unwto.org/category/technical-
product-target/destination-management-organizations)
17 URL http://servizi.informcity.it/icpromira/
18 See the dedicated page and video on the Ministry’s website (URL
www.beniculturali.it/BorghiViaggioItaliano)

http://www.beniculturali.it/BorghiViaggioItaliano
http://www.beniculturali.it/BorghiViaggioItaliano
http://servizi.informcity.it/icpromira/
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
http://www.salviamoilpaesaggio.it/blog/2016/11/veneto-tessuto-urbano-da-cementificare/
http://www.salviamoilpaesaggio.it/blog/2016/11/veneto-tessuto-urbano-da-cementificare/
https://gruppodinterventogiuridicoweb.com/2014/01/06/ricorso-contro-il-c-d-piano-casa-del-veneto/
https://gruppodinterventogiuridicoweb.com/2014/01/06/ricorso-contro-il-c-d-piano-casa-del-veneto/
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
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depopulation and promote tourism, such as a special fund, the latter focused on the second
aspect, with some success -an increase of 7% tourist presence has been registered.19 In the
wake of such policies AirBnb has initiated a programme dedicated to the promotion (for
tourist purposes) of ‘Borghi Italiani - Italian Villages’, in collaboration with the Ministry itself
and the national association of municipalities (Associazione Nazionale Comuni Italiani,
ANCI).20

Similarly, historic paths and railways have been dedicated some attention, also in association
with tourism development, declinated in particular as ‘slow travel’ (MiBACT, 2017b). 2016
had been declared by the Ministry of Culture ‘Italian paths year’ (Anno dei cammini italiani),
and several programmes from the national property agency (Demanio) and the national
railways foundation (Fondazione Ferrovie dello Stato) have been implemented, such as the
concession of dismissed stations and roadman’s houses and the paths atlas (Atlante dei
cammini)21.

1945-2006 2007-2016
Foreseeable future

Pivotal events that influenced
change

1989 LEADER
initiative
1992 Rio summit
and United Nations
Framework
Convention on
Climate Change
1992 and 2003 CAP
reforms
2000 European
Landscape
Convention

2013 CAP reform

Policy themes

National & regional (non-local)

Local (municipality, Local
authority)

1973 First ‘special
act’ for the
safeguard of Venice
1999 National
conference on
landscape
organised by the
Ministry of Culture
2004 Carta di
Asiago promoted

2013 Regional act
on tourism
2015 National
observatory on
landscape (foreseen
in the Codice dei
Beni Culturali)
effective
2017 ‘Report on the
State of Landscape

Elaboration and
adoption of a Carta
del paesaggio
(‘Landscape
charter’)

19 See for instance ‘Si chiude l’anno dei borghi: il turismo è cresciuto del 7%’, A. Cianciullo on La
Repubblica, 12/19/17 (also published online: URL
http://www.repubblica.it/ambiente/2017/12/19/news/si_chiude_l_anno_dei_borghi_il_turismo_e_cre
sciuto_del_7_-184606431/)
20 See for instance ‘ANCI e MIBACT patrocinano il progetto 'Borghi Italiani' su Airbnb, published
10/09/17 on www.borghimagazine.it (https://www.borghimagazine.it/it/news/356/anci-e-mibact-
patrocinano-il-progetto-borghi-italiani-su-airbnb.html) and the programme’s website (URL
http://italianvillages.byairbnb.com/)
21 See the dedicated website on the Directorate for Tourism website (URL
http://www.turismo.beniculturali.it/home-cammini-ditalia/)

http://www.turismo.beniculturali.it/home-cammini-ditalia/
http://www.turismo.beniculturali.it/home-cammini-ditalia/
http://italianvillages.byairbnb.com/
http://www.borghimagazine.it
http://www.borghimagazine.it
http://www.borghimagazine.it
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by the Veneto
region

Policies’ published,
and ‘Landscape
Convention’
organised by the
Ministry of Culture
2016 Anno dei
cammini italiani
2017 Anno dei
borghi italiani and
act n° 158/2017 on
the safeguard and
promotion of
villages

Regulation

1939 National acts
n° 1497 and
1089/1939 on the
conservation of
‘natural beauties’
and ‘items of
cultural and historic
interest’
1985 Legge Galasso
(431/1985)
reforming and
enhancing
landscape and
regional planning
1985 Regional acts
n° 24 and 61/1985
respectively
promote
agricultural land as
productive and
heritage resource,
and set the basis for
regional planning in
Veneto
1992 Veneto’s first
regional plan (PTRC)
approved
1995 PALAV (Venice
lagoon
environment plan)
2004 Codice dei
Beni Culturali e del
Paesaggio (Code of
the Cultural and
Landscape
Heritage)
2004 Veneto
planning act
20042006 Codice
dell’Ambiente (Code
of the Environment)

2009 First regional
Piano casa (upated
in 2011 and 2013)
2017 Regional act
on land take
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Incentives (including financial)

2007 Piano
Strategico
Nazionale di
Sviluppo Rurale
2007-2013
2009 First regional
Piano casa
2015 Piano
Strategico
Nazionale di
Sviluppo Rurale
2014-2020

Direct intervention

1970 Institution of
Regions; further
acts (1972 and
1977) transfer
planning
competence from
the government
2001 Patto
Territoriale della
Riviera del Brenta
(never ratified by
the Ministry)
2001 First statute
approved of Unione
dei Comuni RIviera
del Brenta
approved by the
Dolo comune
2002 GAL Antico
Dogado is created

Communication and civic
engagement

2004 Rete No-AR
(which would
become Opzione
Zero) is founded
against high-impact
infrastructures

Knowledge – research, studies

2008 Institution of
ISPRA (National
Institute for the
Safeguard of the
Environment)
2009 ‘Cognitive
[landscape] atlas’
approved by the
Veneto region
within the PTRC

2.3. Timeline (to discuss)

3. The legal and policy framework in 2016 and beyond
The complexity of the legal and policy framework for landscapes, as well as of they
governance, is recognised by the very Ministry of Cultural Assets and Activities and Tourism,
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which recently published a ‘Report on the State of Policies for Landscape’ (MiBACT, 2017). At
the regional level, no specific act addresses landscape issues, but rather these are referred to
by acts dealing with the fields of heritage or planning respectively (Tettamanzi, 2010).

As often reminded, although Italy still counts the highest number of UNESCO World Heritage
sites, in 2016 public expenditure for culture represented 0,36% of the country’s GDP while
the EU average was of 0,46% the same year. As for heritage itself, it was dedicated 0,07% of
the GDP (ISTAT, 2017). Comuni’s expenditure for heritage in Veneto represents an average of
11,4€ per capita, slightly above the Italian average (10,0€ per capita) (ISTAT, 2017). The
region’s expenditure per capita, after reaching a peak in 2007, went down to 134,21€ in
2011, placing Veneto at the 8th position in Italy (Aa.Vv., 2013).

3.1. Policy themes and general goals – national and local
3.1.1.Regulation

Fig 6. Carta dei vincoli, from Comune di Mira, PAT

In terms of heritage much regulation applies to the Riviera del Brenta, although in a rather
piecemeal manner. Listed assets (sg. vincolo monumentale) and areas (vincolo paesaggistico)
compose a complex framework, ad illustrated by the above map: in addition to the ville (in
red) themselves, areas within 100m alongside the naviglio and other streams are listed (in
blue) according to the 1985 legge Galasso, as well as smaller historic settlements (in orange).
According to the 2004 Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio, such framework is monitored
as for single assets by the local heritage administrations (soprintendenze both for Venice and
the Veneto region, see section 5). This monitoring is implemented mainly through the
request to, and eventual issue from, the soprintendenze for building and/or intervention
permits (autorizzazione paesaggistica) (MiBACT, 2017).
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On the other hand, such framework is included in planning tools, which correspond to various
planning levels and have diverse orientations (Tettamanzi, 2010):

- at the regional level, the current PTRC, for which a preliminary document was first
approved in 2009, and ‘landscape value’ (valenza paesaggistica, as required by the
Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio) attributed in 2013, is still under elaboration
(Regione del Veneto, 2009 and 2012). Such a long process is in part due to the
complexity of the tool, which according to the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del
Paesaggio and to the regional planning act of the same year should by the main
planning tool, coordinating those at lower levels, but also consists in a repository of
listed assets and areas. Various components have already been adopted, such as the
atlante ricognitivo (‘cognitive atlas’) in which the Riviera del Brenta is included within
area 27, agropolitana centrale.

- at a more local level, the 1995 PALAV (also approved by the Veneto region) aims at
the safeguard of the Venice lagoon, which catchment includes the Riviera. The plan
tackles water management issues but also uses such as tourism and culture (Regione
del Veneto, 1999).

- at the provincial level, or more precisely that of the Città Metropolitana di Venezia
since 2014, the PTCP represents an intermediate planning tool between the region’s
PTRC and the local master plans (PAT) elaborated by the comuni (Provincia di Venezia,
2008). The current version was approved in 2010, before the institution of the Venice
metropolitan district.

- at the local level, the comune of Mira definitely approved its PAT in 2016, with the
following main objectives (Comune di Mira, 2015): a) Zero-consumption agricultural
area: conservation and environmental promotion of the agricultural and lagoon-
adjoining territory; b) Zero expansion: Urban regeneration and rehabilitation of
dismissed or degraded areas; c) Zero-consumption production: No expansion for new
warehouses or malls; d) Zero-consumption infrastructure: elimination of foreseen
useless roads, new GreenWay; e) Zero-consumption resources: the public city with
private [sector] resources. A strong emphasis on environmental issues and especially
on the containment of the urbanised area is thus clear, while both landscape and
heritage are not presented as a priority.

- also at the local level, water management and land reclamation operations are
subject to a ‘General Plan for Reclamation and Territorial Conservation’ (Piano
Generale di Bonifica e di Tutela del Territorio) elaborated and monitored by a
dedicated consortium. Approved by the Veneto region, such plan should be
coordinated with other local and regional planning tools. The Consorzio di Bonifica
Acque Risorgive resulted from the fusion of two smaller ones in 2009 and covers an
area which from the Riviera reaches the city of Treviso, north of Venice,
corresponding partially to the Venice lagoon catchment.22

22 See the consortium’s website (URL https://www.acquerisorgive.it/)

https://www.acquerisorgive.it/
https://www.acquerisorgive.it/
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In addition to the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio and to the Veneto planning act in
particular, such tools have to comply with related provisions such as the recent regional act
on land take. On the other hand, planning exceptions occur through specific tools such as the
Mestre through highway (Patassin et al., 2015) or PRUSST Riviera del Brenta, or other
provisions such as the Piano casa.

As for local products, a ‘Riviera del Brenta’ wine label and its discipline was introduced by the
Ministry of agriculture in 2004 and revised in 2011 and 2014.23

3.1.2.Incentives (financial tools)
Within the Veneto Rural Development Programme (Piano di Sviluppo Rurale, PSR) 2014-2020,
the area covered by the comune of Mira is classified within ‘intensive agricultural rural areas -
rural-urbanised’, and those of other comuni in the Riviera as ‘intensive agricultural rural areas
- urbanised’. The Programme’s incentives thus apply, following the priorities among which
those environmental, including both conservation and climate change (n. 4 and 5) represent
398mln€ or 33,7% of the overall financing. Heritage is instead considered merely by measure
7.6.1, dedicated to the ‘renewal and regeneration of villages and rural landscape’s heritage’
(Recupero e riqualificazione del patrimonio architettonico dei villaggi e del paesaggio rurale)
(Veneto Agricoltura, 2015). Through the LEADER initiative Local action groups have been
created in Veneto and other regions, including one led by the Mira comune, which was
dissolved in 2016 (‘GAL Antico dogado’).

Among the various measures included in the ‘Ecobonus’, a tax incentive introduced in the
recent finance acts (sg. Legge finanziaria) to promote renewable energy and energy
efficiency, a new one will be introduced in 2018 for the maintenance of private green spaces,
which depending on its application may have an impact in areas such as the Riviera, occupied
in a significant proportion by private houses (and villas) with gardens.

The ‘art bonus’ introduced by national act n. 106/2014 offers instead a 65% tax credit in
favour of culture and heritage-related donations; although numerous institutions have
benefited from this measure, its application in terms of landscape seems limited.24

3.1.3.Direct intervention – municipality/government as key actor
Reduced resources and planning reform have sensibly hindered local government’s capacity
for action (Fregolent & Savino, 2014; see also further, section 6.1). Thus small and medium
comuni such as that of Mira mainly have administrative prerogatives, whilst their master
plans  might be eluded by specific public-private agreements (such as the PRUSST Riviera del
Brenta) and/or provisions (such as the Piani casa), in particular at the regional level.

23 See ‘Disciplinare di produzione vini denominazione di origine controllata “Riviera del Brenta”’,
available on the Regione del Veneto website (URL
https://www.regione.veneto.it/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d4f5ed1d-2d17-4da4-a2a8-850f397
296c2&groupId=10701)
24 No project has been submitted to such financing within the Riviera del Brenta whatsoever. See the
dedicated official website and more specifically the listed projects (URL http://artbonus.gov.it/lista-
interventi.html)

http://artbonus.gov.it/
http://artbonus.gov.it/
http://artbonus.gov.it/
https://www.regione.veneto.it/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d4f5ed1d-2d17-4da4-a2a8-850f397296c2&groupId=10701
https://www.regione.veneto.it/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d4f5ed1d-2d17-4da4-a2a8-850f397296c2&groupId=10701
https://www.regione.veneto.it/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=d4f5ed1d-2d17-4da4-a2a8-850f397296c2&groupId=10701
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On the other hand and more circumstantially, following the tornado which hit the Riviera del
Brenta in 2015 the Veneto region provided 200.000€ for promotion activities, in order to
‘safeguard the tourist season’ and ‘relaunch’ this key sector after the catastrophe.25

3.1.4.Communication and civic engagement

Fig. 7 Logo of the ‘regional landscape observatory’

According to the Codice dei Beni Culturali e del Paesaggio the Veneto region instituted a
‘landscape observatory’ (Osservatorio regionale per il paesaggio) through act n° 10/2011,
which integrated the 2004 planning act. Its ‘manifesto’ was presented the same year at the
‘Geo Oikos’ in Verona, which consists in ten points: ‘listening’, ‘sharing’, ‘knowledge’,
‘awareness’, ‘dissemination’, ‘education’, ‘governance’, ‘identity’, ‘monitoring’ and
‘participation’ (ascolto, condivisione, conoscenza, consapevolezza, divulgazione, formazione,
governo, identità, monitoraggio, partecipazione).26 The observatory has recognised several
‘local experimental observatories’ associated in a network, but of which none exists to this
day in the Riviera.27 Also included in the regional planning act is the opportunity for citizens
and associations to submit observations to a first version of planning tools under elaboration,
leading to ‘counter-deductions’ (sg. controdeduzione) and eventual rectifications (Tettamanzi,
2010).

At the local level many cultural and leisure initiatives are organised by the Pro Loco (that of
Mira is much active), often in collaboration with the comuni themselves. These include fairs
and festival such as ‘Riviera Fiorita’ (from 1977)28 but also exhibitions and guided tours in
villas and historic gardens. Based in Mira, Centro Studi Riviera del Brenta has published
several books dedicated to the Riviera’s history and heritage, and organises regular courses
and workshops in collaboration with local schools.29 The ‘study centre’ contributed to the
creation of an ecomuseum in Mira in 2010, which closed two years after due to the
expiration of the agreement between the municipality and Venice province over the use of
the villa which hosted the initiative. In a different perspective, since 2016 the comune of Mira
has promoted a festival dedicated to fair economy and sustainability, which second edition
(2017) hosted the national meeting on fair economy. Entitled Si può fare! (‘We can make it!’),
the festival, held at villa dei Leoni in Mira Taglio, consisted in a fair and thematic meetings
and was an occasion to promote local agricultural and handcrafted products, and initiatives
such as the local ethical purchasing groups (sg. gruppo d’acquisto solidale, GAS).30

25 See the resolution’s text, available on the Regione del Veneto website (URL
https://bur.regione.veneto.it/BurvServices/pubblica/DettaglioDgr.aspx?id=30652)
26 See the dedicated page on the Regione del Veneto website (URL
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatorio-regionale-paesaggio)
27 See the map of local observatories and the network’s dedicated page on the Regione del Veneto
website (URL https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatori-locali)
28 See the festival’s website (URL https://riviera-fiorita.it/)
29 See the ‘study centre’’s Facebook page (URL https://www.facebook.com/centro.studi.rdb/)
30 See the festival’s website (URL http://www.sipuofaremira.it/ines-2017)

http://www.sipuofaremira.it/ines-2017
http://www.sipuofaremira.it/ines-2017
http://www.sipuofaremira.it/ines-2017
https://www.facebook.com/centro.studi.rdb/
https://www.facebook.com/centro.studi.rdb/
https://www.facebook.com/centro.studi.rdb/
https://riviera-fiorita.it/
https://riviera-fiorita.it/
https://riviera-fiorita.it/
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatori-locali
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatori-locali
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatori-locali
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatori-locali
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatorio-regionale-paesaggio
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatorio-regionale-paesaggio
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatorio-regionale-paesaggio
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/ambiente-e-territorio/osservatorio-regionale-paesaggio
https://bur.regione.veneto.it/BurvServices/pubblica/DettaglioDgr.aspx?id=30652
https://bur.regione.veneto.it/BurvServices/pubblica/DettaglioDgr.aspx?id=30652
https://bur.regione.veneto.it/BurvServices/pubblica/DettaglioDgr.aspx?id=30652
https://www.regione.veneto.it/web/turismo/ogd
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3.1.5.Knowledge – research and studies
Regarding heritage in general, a significant turn occurred with the 2013 publication by ISTAT
(the national statistic agency) and the Consiglio Nazionale dell’Economia e del Lavoro (CNEL,
National Economic and Employment Council) of the first annual report on ‘fair and
sustainable well-being’, including a chapter dedicated to landscape and heritage drawing
upon specific indicators, resumed in the following editions (ISTAT, 2016). Its indicators have
been introduced among the national economic policy planning and evaluation tools.

Veneto landscapes have instead been dedicated a large amount of monographs, conferences
and theses by the regions’ Universities, researchers and students, as well as institutes such as
the Istituto Veneto di Lettere, Scienze ed Arti (‘Veneto Institute for Letters, Sciences and Arts’)
(see for instance Castiglioni, 2008 and Gissi, 2011, and respective bibliographies). Università
Ca’ Foscari in Venice opened in Oriago di Mira a study centre dedicated to tourism (Centro
Internazionale di Studi sull'Economia Turistica), which in addition to promoting studies and
theses dedicated to the Riviera itself (see for instance Bruson, 2013; Giacomazzo, 2012)
offers consulting services. Instead, the COSES, a study centre supported by the Venice
comune and province which provided relevant analyses and reports in various sectors, ceased
its activity in 2012.31

It has been noted (Gissi, 2011) that such studies have not always been adopted within
landscape planning tools, in particular in the PTRC’s definition and characterisation of
‘landscape areas’ (ambiti di paesaggio) (Regione del Veneto, 2009).

3.1.6.Institutional innovation
A form of union between municipalities introduced by national act D. Lgs. n° 268/2000, has
been experimented locally: Unione dei Comuni della Riviera del Brenta was initiated by the
Dolo comune, which approved its statute in 2001, followed by those of Fiesso d’Artico, Fossò
and Campagna Lupia; significantly, that Mira is not part of it, which hinders such an
opportunity to coordinate services and policies at the level of the Riviera itself. The Unione
dei Comuni has for instance required the classification of the Riviera as a ‘commercial district’
(in the sense of regional acts n° 1912/2014 and 1531/2017) to enhance and promote local
businesses.

Presidential decree n° 160/2010 introduced administrative simplification through the
introduction of local business offices (Sportello unico per le attività produttive, SUAP) within
the comuni. As for business associations, unlike the local chamber of commerce, instituted in
its current form of Camera di Commercio di Venezia Rovigo Delta Lagunare in 2014 through
the fusion of those of Venice and Rovigo, two important local business associations more or
less operate at the scale of the Riviera itself: ASCOM-Confcommercio Riviera del Brenta
(firms) and Associazione Artigiani e Piccola Impresa Città della riviera del Brenta (artisans and
small businesses). A third one, Confesercenti Città Metropolitana di Venezia (small and
medium firms) operates instead at the scale of the metropolitan district of Venice.

The same section of Confesercenti is also responsible for the management of the
‘destination’ of the Riviera according to the 2013 regional act on tourism, OGD Riviera del

31 Parts of its publications are still available online (URL http://coses.comune.venezia.it/)

http://coses.comune.venezia.it/
http://coses.comune.venezia.it/
http://coses.comune.venezia.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
http://www.artidolo.it/
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Brenta e Terre del Tiepolo, formed in 2016 and which associates the Riviera and the close-by
area of Mirano (also characterised by a significant presence of villas, some of which were
frescoed by the Tiepolo).32 There also exist a consortium dedicated to the only Riviera,
Consorzio di Promozione Turistica della Riviera del Brenta.33

To promote better coordination between stakeholders, a river contract in the sense of EU
directives on water and flood management (respectively 2000/60/CE and 2007/60/CE) has
been promoted by the Veneto federation of fishermen association (Consorzio Veneto
Associazioni Pescatori Dilettanti) and approved by the Veneto region in 2013.34 The
conservation and promotion of the Brenta’s natural and cultural heritage is one of the
contract’s key objectives, which are subject to the complexity of the area covered, extending
beyond the naviglio itself to the upper course of the Brenta, very distinct in its landscape
(Chemin & al., 2012).

3.2. Future trajectory of policy
Foreseeable future changes, eg planned or draft changes to policy & law, and imminent plans
and projects

It is not yet clear when the PTRC (regional plan with ‘landscape value’) will be finally
approved, neither can its implementation be assessed.

Also unclear -due in particular to the imminence of national elections to be held during Spring
2018- whether the ‘landscape charter’ called for during the ‘landscape convention’ organised
by the Ministry of Culture in October 2017 will ever be completed and adopted, which may
be a turn in landscape planning. One outcome at the local level could be the creation of a
‘landscape observatory’ at the level of the Riviera itself.

Type of modification they seek

(WHAT)
Tangible at Intangible attributes

Policy themes

Regulation

Listed assets and areas
include a 100m-wide area
alongside the naviglio, ville
and historic gardens

Planning tools exist at
various levels: PTRC
(regional), PALAV (local,
Venice lagoon-related),
PTCP (metropolitan district),
PAT (municipal)

Piano casa vs. regional act

Promotion of (sustainable)
tourism in the Riviera is
foreseen in all planning tools

‘Riviera del Brenta’ wine
label

32 See the dedicated page on the Confesercenti website (URL
https://confesercenti.ve.it/news/supporto-imprenditoria/2017/08/29/ogd-riviera-brenta-terra-tiepolo/
33 See the (tourist-oriented) consortium’s website (URL http://www.larivieradelbrenta.it/chi-siamo)
34 See the dedicated website (URL http://www.contrattodifiumebrenta.com/)

http://www.contrattodifiumebrenta.com/
http://www.contrattodifiumebrenta.com/
http://www.larivieradelbrenta.it/chi-siamo
http://www.larivieradelbrenta.it/chi-siamo
http://www.larivieradelbrenta.it/chi-siamo
https://confesercenti.ve.it/news/supporto-imprenditoria/2017/08/29/ogd-riviera-brenta-terra-tiepolo/
https://confesercenti.ve.it/news/supporto-imprenditoria/2017/08/29/ogd-riviera-brenta-terra-tiepolo/
https://confesercenti.ve.it/news/supporto-imprenditoria/2017/08/29/ogd-riviera-brenta-terra-tiepolo/
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on land take

Incentives (including financial tools)

Piano di Sviluppo Rurale in
support of agriculture

Ecobonus for maintenance
of private gardens

Art bonus for culture and
heritage (but applicability
for landscape?)

Art bonus for culture and
heritage (but applicability
for landscape?)

Riviera del Brenta
‘commercial district’?

Direct intervention tools PRUSST Riviera del Brenta

Communication and engagement
tools

Pro Loco (including that of
Mira) initiatives, associating
the Riviera’s landscape with
leisure

‘Si può fare!’ festival,
emphasising the
relationship between
landscape and sustainability

Osservatorio regionale del
paesaggio activities to raise
consciousness (to be
enhanced?)

Pro Loco (including that of
Mira) initiatives, associating
the Riviera’s landscape with
leisure

‘Si può fare!’ festival in Mira,
emphasising the relationship
between landscape and
sustainability

Knowledge tools (At the national level) ISTAT
BES reports

CISET studies and these on
tourism

Regione del Veneto’s Carta
dei suoli (‘land [use] map’)

Atlante degli ambiti di
paesaggio within the PTRC

CISET studies and these on
tourism

Institutional innovation – e.g. new
partnerships

Administrative partnership:
‘Unione Comuni Riviera del
Brenta’

Tourism development: ‘OGD
Riviera del Brenta e Terre
del Tiepolo’

Table 2 Summary of policy and action for management and planning of the historic urban
core
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4. Change in the cultural heritage of the area
4.1. Physical change

Fig. 8 Urbanised areas (in grey) and transport infrastructures in Mira, from the Carta di copertura del
suolo (Regione del Veneto)

Urbanisation has been calculated that landscape transformation in Veneto have consisted in
urbanisation up to 37,9% between 1960 and 1990, and to 87,6% between 1990 and 2012,
one of the highest figures in both cases among other Italian regions (MiBACT, 2017). Land
take still represents 3m² per second, but seems to have slowed down over the last decade,
from 8m² in the 2000s. Such urban-rural landscape has been once characterised as
agropolitana veneta (U. Bernardi, in Regione del Veneto, 2004).35

In the Riviera itself, changes in land-use which occurred since the Second World War are
visible on aerial photographs respectively from the RAF, the GAI and more recently the
Regione del Veneto, as pointed out by conservation officer G. Rallo36. Sprawling settlements
and industrial pressure have further fragmented its landscape, already characterised by the
alternation of fields and villa-garden strips (Rallo et al., 2015; Vallerani, 2012). The main road,

35 The expression has been also used to characterise the ‘landscape area’ (ambito di paesaggio) in
which the Riviera is included within the PTRC ‘atlas’, n. 27: pianura agropolitana centrale (see above,
section 3.6).
36 Interview, 04/04/17
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which used to cross the naviglio to ‘dodge’ the villas, has lost its unity, and by the enactement
of the legge Galasso the Riviera had definitively assumed an urbanised character, at least
along the naviglio and the new brentana road. Its rural landscape instead has survived in
intervals between settlements, and at their edges, opposite to the naviglio; as underlined
both by planning and heritage experts (in terviews with G. Rallo and M. Pacchiani) the spatial
relationships between the stream and its hinterland have been much reduced (Regione del
Veneto, 1999; see the above map).

The most important changes that occurred over the last decade in the Riviera might well be
the connection of the brentana road to the Padua-Venice highway (A57), although its impact
hasn’t been analysed as, for instance, that of the ‘Mestre through’ highway (on the latter see
Patassini et al., 2015).

Apart from such infrastructural impacts, as perceivable when confronting the various maps
including in the 1992 PRG and 2016 PAT, physical change in Mira -as elsewhere in the Riviera-
has been rather limited to small-scale development, regarding housing in particular (see also
section 6.1). The biggest change has consisted in the partial reconversion of the 400.000m²
Mira-Lanza industrial complex in Mira Taglio. In addition to reconverted plants (now owned
and managed by the German company Reckitt Benckiser) for 65.000m², others have been
demolished and replaced by new buildings hosting 11.500m² of offices and services (both
municipal and company-owned), 5.000m² of commercial facilities (including a supermarket)
and 18.500m² residential, corresponding to 160 flats. Both underground and open-air parking
lots have been created, as well as a square, while the area overlooking the naviglio has been
cleared, allowing pedestrian and automobile transit.37

Smaller-scale real estate projects also have regarded the areas overlooking the naviglio, such
as the new complex between the naviglio and via Argine Destro Nuovissimo (opposite to the
town hall, municipio) hosts flats and businesses, and is provided with parking lots. As
remarked by interviewees, due also to the very number of villas maintenance and
conservation works are current but far from systematic; significantly the restoration and
adaptive reuse for cultural purposes of villa Levi Morenos in Mira Taglio, facing the municipio
(town hall) has been committed by the comune.38 Public realm maintenance instead seems to
have been generally much neglected -the naviglio’s banks were often cited by interviewees-,
visibly so since the beginning of the economic crisis.

Damage caused by the 2015 tornado hasn’t been fully repaired, XVIIth-century villa Fini in
particular has been torn to the ground and will not be rebuilt.

37 The intervention was carried on by a firm based in Mirano, see its presentation on its website (URL
http://www.lifesrl.eu/progetti/mira-lanza.html)
38 A car park had been planned in the garden but the project raised much opposition and was soon
abandoned, see for instance ‘Un parcheggio nel parco della villa’, A. Abbadir in La Nuova di Venezia e
Mestre, 08/06/17 (URL
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html)

http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2006/08/06/VP1VM_VP104.html
http://www.lifesrl.eu/progetti/mira-lanza.html
http://www.lifesrl.eu/progetti/mira-lanza.html
http://www.lifesrl.eu/progetti/mira-lanza.html
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Fig. 9-14 Three postcards respectively from the 1910s-1920s, 1950s and 1960s39 showing views of
Oriago, Mira Taglio and the Mira Lanza factory confronted with recent photos of the same areas

4.2. Changes in functions and activities
In general terms, the Riviera’s post-war economy, largely agricultural but completed by some
large -Mira-Lanza/Reckitt Benckiser is exceptional by its production and number of
employees, which have much decreased- and medium to small-scale industry (in particular
shoe-making), has progressively evolved through the emergence of tourism, but also
significantly by way of its residents’ commuting to Venice and Padua in particular. Whilst the
stability of Reckitt Benckiser and jobs of the plant’s workers and technicians seem at stake,
the (luxury) shoe industry is more dynamic: in the sole Riviera the sector counts more than
500 firms (about 12% of the whole country’s) and about 10.000 employees producing a sales

39 From the photo archive section on Mira library’s website (URL
http://www.miracubi.it/easyne2/album-di-mira/)
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amount of 2bln€.40 Such distretto calzaturiero (‘shoe industry local sector’) also much
interacts with the territory, for instance through its business association’s specialised school
(Politecnico Calzaturiero), which also offers services such as consulting and is based in Stra
and Capriccio di Vigonza.

Fig 15. Acrib’s specialised school logo, which figures the maze and
tower in villa Pisani’s gardens at Stra

Instead, local small shops and businesses are undergoing a severe crisis, which has been
denounced for years, remarkably so by the president of the local section of the business
association ASCOM-Confcommercio. According to the same association, about a 100 shops
have closed in the Riviera between January and September 2017.41 Such crisis has been
ascribed it to the large amount of supermarkets built with the comuni’s permits, but also to
access fee for tourist buses in Venice, which are considered to discourage groups’ overnights
in the Riviera.42 A certain vacancy rate in shop facilities is indeed perceivable in Mira,
including areas overlooking the Riviera; professionals interviewed have also suggested that
local businesses are little convenient for commuters’ schedules and habits, and -in the
specific case of Mira- that the various settlements that compose the comune area are
scattered and do not offer ‘a proper urban core’ nor ‘a proper square’, resulting in a lesser
attraction as compared to Dolo or Mirano.

5. How people experience the place and changes
5.1. Citizens’ sense of place
In-person interviews have been held in Mira, in occasion of the weekly open-air market held
in Oriago with a vendor, a wine merchant, a newsagent and a knife grinder, but also in
Venice, with a graduate student from Mira, and with an administrative officer living there.
The online survey has instead been shared on the Facebook pages ‘Brenta News 24’, ‘Riviera
del Brenta’ and on the Facebook group ‘Riviera del Brenta’.43 Thus, in part to facilitate data
collection, interviewees are not necessarily linked primarily to Mira itself, but rather to the
Riviera as a whole. Questions asked were: ‘How much do you frequent the Riviera?’, ‘How
long have you frequented it?’, ‘What is the Riviera to you?’, ‘In which occasions do you

40 2016 data from Acrib, the local shoe industry business association (URL
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1), also cited in ‘“Il Veneto che fa le scarpe al mondo” I distretti si
contaminano’, M. Zambon in Corriere del Veneto, 10/11/17 (accessible online, URL
http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-
distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml)
41 See ‘Crisi nera in Riviera del Brenta hanno già chiuso cento attività’, A. Abbadir in La Nuova di
Venezia e Mestre, 07/09/2017
42 In occasion of the inauguration of the ‘Io compro in Riviera del Brenta’ initiative, see for instance
‘Appello ai Comuni “Stop ad altri ipermercati”’, A. Abbadir in La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre, 01/30/2013
43 Despite this diffusion very few (5) answers to the survey were collected, whereas similar surveys
used for the two other Italian case studies each gathered more than 30 answers.

http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml
http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml
http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml
http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml
http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/economia/corriere-imprese/notizie/veneto-che-fa-scarpe-mondo-distretti-si-contaminano-ec6ff246-ae91-11e7-a15c-40cf0e6064d3.shtml
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
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http://www.acrib.it/1_4.asp?sec=1
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frequent the Riviera?’, ‘What positive aspects do you see in the Riviera?’, ‘What negative
aspects do you see in the Riviera?’, ‘What do you think of the Riviera’s buildings,
infrastructures and urban design?’, ‘What would you change in the Riviera, what do you want
to find there?’, ‘Do you have specific memories associated to the Riviera?’. Neither the term
‘landscape’ nor that of ‘heritage’ were used, in order to better assess their potential use (if
any).

The Italian term for ‘landscape’ has been used to characterise the Riviera only by few
interviewees: one44 as the first element of a list of potential assets in the Riviera, and the
other (the wine merchant)45 as something which needs maintenance. This may be interpreted
as due to the perception of it as an urbanised area rather than as a coherent landscape
(paesaggio). Still, the Riviera is perceived positively overall, at least in terms of its potential
-both as a liveable place and as a tourist destination. Many have emphasised the Riviera’s
beauty, associated primarily to the villas -cited by all-, but also often associating it to their
sense of place:

‘Beauty, in the sense that to me living in a pleasant place makes you feel better; I
could never live in a town like...’46

‘[...] the villas are beautiful, I’ve visited some [...] It’s a heritage of ours from the [old]
times... if they could be preserved I think they’d always be something of our history
to remain... a story that would stay alive and that it would be good to introduce to
generations to come, really’47

But such overall positive perception is hindered by some dissatisfaction, which regards both
tangible and intangible aspects. The main one seems to be the heavy traffic conveyed in
particular by the brentana road as well as the smog it causes (cited by wine merchant,
newsagent and four out of four answers to the survey). Thus local environmental associations
recently organised a ‘flashsmog’ addressing also the Riviera’s mayors48, and many
interviewees were ironic on the dangerousness of the brentana, avoided by those of them of
cycle.49 Three other common themes are the scarce maintenance of public spaces, the lack of

44 The newsagent, quoted further
45 The wine merchant (interview, 11/28/17), who cited the necessity to ‘maintain the landscape’,
manutentare il paesaggio.
46 Interview with administrative officer, 12/07/17 (La bellezza nel senso che secondo me vivere in un
posto piacevole ti fa stare meglio; io non potrei mai stare in un paese come...)
47 Interview with knife grinder, 11/28/17 (le ville sono belle da vedere, ecco, alcune le ho visitate anch’io
[...] E’ un patrimonio nostro dell’epoca che... se vengono mantenute penso c’è sempre un qualcosa della
nostra storia che rimane... rimane in vita una storia che è bene far conoscere anche alle generazioni che
verranno, insomma)
48 On Februrary 18 and March 4, 2017: see for instance ‘“Flash smog” diffusi per difendersi
dall’inquinamento’, A. Abbadir on La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre, 02/06/17 (URL
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2017/02/06/venezia-flash-smog-diffusi-
per-difendersi-dall-inquinamento-18.html)
49 Interviews with newsagent, knife grinder ? Incidents are quite frequent and sometimes fatal:
someone died precisely in Mira on October 16, 2017 (see ‘Investito da un auto, muore ciclista’, A.
Abbadir on La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre, URL
http://nuovavenezia.gelocal.it/venezia/cronaca/2017/10/17/news/investito-da-un-auto-muore-ciclista-
1.16004854)

http://nuovavenezia.gelocal.it/venezia/cronaca/2017/10/17/news/investito-da-un-auto-muore-ciclista-1.16004854
http://nuovavenezia.gelocal.it/venezia/cronaca/2017/10/17/news/investito-da-un-auto-muore-ciclista-1.16004854
http://nuovavenezia.gelocal.it/venezia/cronaca/2017/10/17/news/investito-da-un-auto-muore-ciclista-1.16004854
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2017/02/06/venezia-flash-smog-diffusi-per-difendersi-dall-inquinamento-18.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2017/02/06/venezia-flash-smog-diffusi-per-difendersi-dall-inquinamento-18.html
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/nuovavenezia/archivio/nuovavenezia/2017/02/06/venezia-flash-smog-diffusi-per-difendersi-dall-inquinamento-18.html
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green infrastructures such as cycle lanes and pedestrian paths connecting squares and public
realm in general, and a poor cultural and leisure offer:

‘[The Riviera]’s a bit neglected, first of all. [...] Don’t mention maintenance of stuff like
that because... They keep talking about increasing tourism and all that but there’s
nothing [...] to attract [visitors].’50

‘[...] there are a lot of small squares where to meet all together, but there are no
pedestrian connections between them’51

’[I would like] more public green areas, I mean well integrated within the town [...].
Some cycle lanes, also [...] and more life, more [cultural] offer, more activities, also of
some quality, I mean the stands at Christmas are fine, but what about something
else? Some personality...’52

Mira doesn’t exemplify other comuni in the Riviera on these issues, and is often negatively
compared to Dolo in particular, which doesn’t seem only due to biographical facts:

‘Dolo is different, because it has the island on the naviglio, with a lot of bars, many
people hanging out, events and all [...] I do go out in the Riviera, [...] especially in Dolo
I must say, also because there I have friends [...], but also for bars, and shops; in Mira
there’s almost nothing... or maybe I’m just not interested in what they do’53

A certain discontinuity seems to be perceived between the Riviera ‘as it used to be’ and as it
is now, which might be another reason for the scarce reference to its landscape by
interviewees and respondents:

‘what the Riviera used to be, that is the garden of Venice, the getaway from Venice
let’s say: there were gondolas getting around in the various canals and flumes that
existed at the time’54

‘for sure it’s not quite like at the Most Serene [Republic]’s times, it must’ve been a
little bit better, right?’55

50 Interview with open-air market vendor, 11/28/17 (E’ un po’ trascurata, ecco, più che altro. [...] No
parlemo de manutenzione o de robe del genere, perché... parlano sempre di incrementare il turismo e
tutte quelle cose là ma non c’è niente [...] per attirare)
51 Interview with student, 11/21/17 (ci sono tante piccole piazzette, dove si può incontrarsi tutti quanti,
e non ci sono collegamenti pedonabili per queste cose)
52 Interview with administrative officer, 12/07/17 (più verde pubblico, cioè spazi ben integrati nel paese
[...]. Qualche pista ciclabile, anche [...] e appunto, più vita, più proposte, più attività, insomma, anche di
un certo livello, perché va bene i banchetti là sotto Natale, va bene ho capito, però cos’altro? Qualche
personaggio...)
53 Id. (‘Dolo è già diversa, perché ha tutta l’isola bassa che si affaccia sul naviglio, [...] c’è un sacco di
locali, c’è tanta gente che la frequenta, ci sono eventi, cose così [...] la frequento -sì, diciamo qualche
volta nel week-end, soprattutto Dolo, devo dire, perché lì ho anche le amicizie, [...]; i locali sicuramente,
poi -sì, anche i negozi, così; Mira direi quasi nulla, anche perché non c’è un tubo... oppure quello che
fanno, boh, non m’interessa più di tanto’)
54 Interview with wine merchant  (quello che era un tempo la Riviera, che era diciamo il giardino di
Venezia, la fuga da Venezia diciamo: c’erano gondole che giravano, nei vari canali e canaletti che
c’erano in origine.)
55 Interview with vendor, 11/28/17 (certo che ai tempi della Serenissima no, [...], sarà stato un pochetin
meio, non so, penso...)
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Related to what’s left of the Riviera’s rural landscape is a newer sensibility for agriculture,
perceivable for instance in the success of numerous initiatives and enterprises which could be
characterised by a ‘slow food’ approach: ‘Pane logistico’ and ‘El forno a legna’ (the former, a
flour producer, providing the flour used by the latter, a bakery). The ‘Si può fare’ (‘We can
make it’) festival56, which second edition was held in October 2017 with some success at least
in terms of public, gives an overview of those and of the synergies that are being developed
in that sense in Mira and elsewhere in the Riviera. The same ‘ecological’ sensibility seems to
be associated with the refusal of further overbuilding, and the feeling that little is done to
promote sustainable practices including mobility and tourism:

‘[about an abandoned recent housing development] It’s a waste of land that could
have remained, also because we must live with the land that we have, not only to
build, you see. Building employs a lot of people and sectors, it’s true, but I think that
in fifty years, if it keeps going like this... well we can’t eat cement, can we?‘57

‘the landscape, places, villas, also the emerged shoals [by the Venice lagoon] for
example, all those areas aren’t enhanced at all [...]. There’s been a great
development here around the sixties and seventies, without regulations, without
plans... it’s grown like mushrooms in a meadow’58

Similarly to the maintenance of the naviglio and its infrastructures, the villas’ conservation is
understood as a question of resources -public in the first case, mostly private in the second
case: ‘[...] the villas, all those villas, I mean they’re neglected. Those privately owned also are
neglected because it costs a lot, and also those owned by the municipalities aren’t well
kept’.59 This might be a reason why relatively few citizens engage in heritage-related
activities, but for leisure; thus the Mira Pro Loco has only 40 members (out of 40.000
inhabitants) -most of them shopkeepers-60 whilst initiatives such as ‘Riviera Fiorita’ attract
significant public participation.61

As observed also by interviewed professionals, the number of signatures to petitions such as
the one already cited against the building of a new supermarket in Dolo62 and observations to
the PAT show a certain interest and attention on the part of some citizens, also in terms of

56 The interviewed graduate student volunteered at the same festival.
57 Interview with knife grinder (E’ uno sperpero di terreno che poteva rimanere... terreno agricolo,
anche perché dobbiamo vivere col terreno che abbiamo, terreno non solo da costruire, ecco. L’edilizia è
vero da lavoro a tante persone, a tanti settori, però io penso che fra cinquant’anni, se andiamo avanti
così... non è che possiamo mangiare noi cemento)
58 Interview with newsagent, 11/17/17 (il paesaggio, i luoghi, le ville, anche la barena, ad esempio, tutte
quelle zone là che non sono sfruttate assolutamente [...] C’è stato il grande sviluppo di queste zone
intorno agli anni sessante-settanta, senza regole, senza piani e... è nato come i funghi in un prato)
59 Interview with vendor, 11/17/17 (Anche perché le ville, tutte queste ville -cioè, sono trascurate. Cioè
quelle a gestione privata, anche quelle sono trascurate perché costa troppo; quelle che sono in gestioni
comunali, neanche quelle non sono tenute bene.)
60 Interview with the Pro Loco president M. Campalto, 08/17/17
61 It was cited by all interviewees but one.
62 The petition was handed over to the town’s mayor on December 9, 2017 with 571 signature, see
‘Dolo. 571 firme raccolte con la petizione contro centro commerciale e rotatoria di via Pasteur’, F. Dauli
on larivieranews.com (URL http://www.larivieranews.com/2017/12/09/dolo-571-firme-della-petizione-
contro-centro-commerciale-e-rotatoria-di-via-pasteur/8986/)

http://www.larivieranews.com/2017/12/09/dolo-571-firme-della-petizione-contro-centro-commerciale-e-rotatoria-di-via-pasteur/8986/
http://www.larivieranews.com/2017/12/09/dolo-571-firme-della-petizione-contro-centro-commerciale-e-rotatoria-di-via-pasteur/8986/
http://www.larivieranews.com/2017/12/09/dolo-571-firme-della-petizione-contro-centro-commerciale-e-rotatoria-di-via-pasteur/8986/
http://www.larivieranews.com/2017/12/09/dolo-571-firme-della-petizione-contro-centro-commerciale-e-rotatoria-di-via-pasteur/8986/
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small-scale building -mostly houses and blocks.63 Thus many people’s wish for a detached
house with garden (Munarin & Tosi, 2001), or for a flat in a new block, finds itself confronted
with others’ opposition to new developments. Such opposition may be due not only to a
nimby attitude, but also to an environmental sensibility -rather than a preoccupation for the
conservation of the Riviera’s landscape.

5.2. Professionals’ sense of place
Professionals from various fields were heard: G. Rallo, conservation officer in charge of
landscape within the soprintendenza for the metropolitan area of Venice and the provinces of
Belluno, Padua and Treviso; M. Pacchiani, planning officer successively in various comuni of
the Riviera; F. Vallotto, administrative officer in charge of commerce within the comune of
Mira; M. Campalto, president of the Mira Pro Loco; M. Donadel, environmental officer within
the comune of Venice and  spokesperson of the Opzione Zero committee; N. Trevisan,
planning officer within the comune of Mira; L. Fontana, planning executive within the
comune of Mira; R. Pelloni, planning executive in charge of the regional landscape plan within
the Regione del Veneto. Interviews were semi-structured, around the following themes:
interviewees’ role in the Riviera and Mira, definition ot the Riviera, main actors involved in its
governance, main tools  for its governance, current situation of the Riviera and background
for the same, eventual changes in the Riviera’s management, recent or to come.

As much as citizens not significantly involved in the Riviera’s management, professionals
interviewed seem to have different concepts of it, which may be formulated in terms of
landscape or according to administrative circonscriptions, and defined more or less narrowly.
Overall no one is dogmatic about such definition, but for the centrality of the naviglio; slightly
different ones may apply according to the context for action or discourse, be it conservation,
administration, tourism or other. Also similar with citizens’ sense of place is the role of villas,
which professionals’ awareness of the Riviera’s heritage is generally much focused on, whilst
that of the naviglio varies, according to their sensibility, background and job. Relatively few
emphasise the complexity and stratification of the Riviera’s landscape:

‘The Riviera del Brenta has an incredible abundance of villas, if I were a tourist I
would fall in love’64

’There’s a villa landscape not yet listed, but above all there’s a need for a
comprehensive vision of how that [wider] landscape holds together’65

‘The Riviera has changed quite a lot: once it was a continuum of villas [...]. It has lost
its relationships with its hinterland [...]. Also from a historical point of view the

63 Interviews with M. Pacchiani and M. Donadel
64 Interview with F. Vallotto, 08/01/2017 (La Riviera del Brenta ha una ricchezza di ville venete
incredibile, io fossi un turista m’innamorerei)
65 Interview with G. Rallo, 04/04/2017 (C’è un paesaggio di villa ancora non tutelato, ma soprattutto
manca una visione d’insieme di come questo paesaggio si tiene insieme)
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context is the river and countryside, although it has been much compromised. But it
still has kept a configuration of its own, a homogeneous character’66

Maintenance is another preoccupation shared with citizens, as all professionals interviewed
lament the poor state in which many villas as well as the naviglio’s banks lay. They also call -
and work for some of them - for better tourism infrastructures, comparing the Riviera
negatively to the Loire castles (Campalto, Fontana, Vallotto) or those of Val D’Aosta
(Vallotto):

‘The villas are not all [kept] as they are in Stra, they lose their charm’67

‘If I have to give my own personal viewpoint, there are various issues: the river’s
management [...], very expensive and also in conflict with the conservation of the
[natural] habitat [...]; the management of bridges, the interface between road traffic
and boats, in some periods there are a lot of them’68

‘The Region is much neglecting the Riviera, there’s no mowing, no canal digging [to
allow sufficient depth for boat traffic], no cleaning of the banks; indeed I think that
canals were last dug 30 years ago, whereas the waterway is the heritage that we
have. See the Loire castles, we don’t have the territorial aspect.69

Whilst a sense of belonging was expressed by all professionals born, living or working in the
Riviera70 -M. Pacchiani for instance talked of ‘us from the Riviera’-71, respective duties and
technicalities clearly influence interviewees’ sense of place. G. Rallo and M. Pacchiani,
respectively a conservation officer in charge of landscape and a planner, seem to have the
deepest understanding of the Riviera’s landscape, either or both historically and in terms of
its current management. But also M. Campalto and M. Donadel, whose both dedicate their
spare time to the Riviera, respectively as president of the Mira Pro Loco and spokesperson of
the Opzione Zero committee, have developed remarkable competence through such
commitments, and indeed do participate in the Riviera’s management. Although they share
the will to develop citizens’ awareness, their perspectives are quite different -Donadel’s
preoccupation being primarily environmental, that of Campalto aimed at the ‘promotion’ of
the Riviera’s heritage, first of all through leisure:

66  Interview with M. Pacchiani, 06/22/2017 (La Riviera è abbastanza cambiata: un tempo era un
continuo di ville... Ha perso il rapporto con l’entroterra [...] Anche dal punto di vista storico il contesto è
il fiume e la campagna, anche se è già stato abbastanza compromesso. Ma una sua configurazione, una
sua omogeneità l’ha mantenuta)
67 Interview with F. Vallotto (Le ville non sono tutte come a Strà, perdono il fascino)
68 Interview with L. Fontana, 09/21/17 (Se devo dare una mia versione personalissima, ci sono vari
problemi: la gestione del fiume [...] costosissima e in conflitto poi col mantenimento dell’habitat, [...]; la
gestione dei ponti, l’interfaccia tra la viabilità carrabile e le barche, in certi periodo ce ne sono )
69 Interview with M. Campalto (La Regione sta molto trascurando la Riviera, non ci sono più sfalci, scavi
dei canali, pulizia della rive; addirittura penso che gli ultimi scavi risalgono a 30 anni fa, mentre la via
d’acqua è il patrimonio che abbiamo. Vedi i castelli della Loira, noi non abbiamo l’aspetto territoriale)
70 All but R. Pelloni from the Veneto Region, based in Venice
71 Interview (Noi della Riviera...)
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‘The important thing for us [from Opzione Zero] is that thanks to our battles, but also
those fought elsewhere in Veneto and Italy the perception of what major works
[grandi opere] are has changed a bit’72

‘We promote cycle or boat mobility like in the old times, and we open villas that are
usually closed, thanks also to the collaboration of the Istituto Regionale Ville Venete
[...] What’s fundamental for us the heritage that we have and needs to be promoted
[he then made the example of a painting exhibition organised by the Pro Loco].’73

6. The management of change
6.1. The process of managing change

Fig. 16 Public works project, from the ‘Quaderno dei progetti urbanistici’ in Mira’s PAT

At the governance level the Riviera del Brenta is characterised by a rather scattered and
incoherent framework:

- the comuni including that of Mira are responsible to elaborate their own master
plans (PAT), but as acknowledged by their own officers they exert essentially
bureaucratic functions;74

72 Interview with M. Donadel, 08/07/17 (La cosa importante per noi è che con le nostre battaglie (ma
anche quelle portate avanti altrove in Veneto e in Italia) è un po’ cambiata la percezione di quello che
sono le grandi opere)
73 Interview with M. Campalto (si promuove la mobilità a bici o in barca come ai vecchi tempi, e si
aprono anche ville di solito chiuse, grazie anche alla collaborazione dell’IRVV [...] Per noi è fondamentale
il patrimonio che abbiamo e che va valorizzato)
74 Interviews with M. Pacchiani, F. Vallotto and L. Fontana
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- the Unione dei Comuni della Riviera del Brenta (based in Dolo) intends to play a key
coordinating role between the participant comuni, and thus to strengthen their
position;
- a Local action group led by the Mira comune (GAL Antico dogado, ‘Ancient duchy [of
Venice]’) operated since 2001, which might have been the main reason for its
isolation from the association just cited but was liquidated in 2016;
- the Veneto Region has the highest responsibility and legislative initiative as for
planning and tourism in particular, although it is not yet clear how much the Città
Metropolitana di Venezia (based in Venice, as the Region itself), once settled, will
take up this role;75

- the soprintendenze (two of which are involved in Mira, both being based in
Venice)76 are in charge of heritage conservation, and collaborate with the Region’s
officers in charge of the elaboration of the regional landscape plan;
- the local sections of business associations Confartigianato, ASCOM-Confcommercio,
and Confesercenti (based respectively in Dolo and Mira but operating in the whole
Riviera) coordinate business promotion and activities, whilst the chamber of
commerce is a control and administrative body (Camera di Commercio, based in
Venice and Rovigo);77

- the Pro Loco work to promote leisure and local tourism (based in, and operating in
the territory of, Mira, Dolo, Stra and Fiesso d’Artico, in turn associated in a
consortium based in Fiesso d’Artico);78

- the Istituto Regionale Ville Venete (based in Mira, and operating on behalf of the
Region) plays essentially a conservation, scientific and cultural role as for villas.79

This of course has an impact on the elaboration and implementation of planning and
conservation tools: in particular, rather unclear is also the term and extent of the regional
landscape plan’s approval and establishment as the main planning tool in Veneto.80 As for
planning and conservation tools in effect, they have been already much intertwined: thus on
the one hand, thanks to the legge Galasso and the listing of single buildings -mostly ville and
their gardens facing the naviglio- change has been much limited since the late 1980s along
the stream itself. On the other hand, areas situated ‘behind’ the naviglio’s banks have been
further densified, according also to planning tools such as Mira’s 1992 master plan (PRG).

75 Interviews with M. Pacchiani, L. Fontana and R. Pelloni
76 Respectively Soprintendenza Archeologia, belle arti e paesaggio per il Comune di Venezia e Laguna
and Soprintendenza Archeologia, Belle Arti e Paesaggio per l’area metropolitana di Venezia e le
province di Βelluno, Padova e Treviso; interviews with M. Pacchiani and R. Pelloni, see also their
respective websites (URL http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/ and
http://soprintendenza.pdve.beniculturali.it/)
77 Interview with F. Vallotto, see also their respective websites (URL http://www.artidolo.it/,
http://www.ascomrivieradelbrenta.com, https://confesercenti.ve.it/in-
evidenza/2017/12/20/presidente-confesercenti-riviera-del-brenta/, and http://www.dl.camcom.gov.it/
78 Interview with M. Campalto and F. Vallotto, see also the Mira Pro Loco website and that of the
consortium (URL http://www.prolocomira.it/ and )
79 Interviews with G. Rallo, F. Vallotto and M. Campalto, see also its website (URL
http://www.irvv.net/nc/it/home.html)
80 Interview with R. Pelloni

http://www.irvv.net/nc/it/home.html
http://www.irvv.net/nc/it/home.html
http://www.irvv.net/nc/it/home.html
http://www.prolocomira.it/
http://www.prolocomira.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
http://www.soprintendenza.venezia.beniculturali.it/
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More recently, as already evoked the 2009 Piano casa and its successive versions have
allowed much planning exceptions for small-scale development (housing), whilst the impact
of the 2017 regional act on land take is yet to be assessed. For such motives, both planning
and conservation as disciplines and/or practices are considered to be in crisis, and thus rather
inefficient to fulfill their aims:

‘We need to be careful with tools; if they don’t allow anything they’re no tools, and
when they overlap they cause disasters. [...] Maybe the [regional] landscape plan is
too complex [...]. The Piano casa, the PRUSST, the SUAP81, they’re all tools that knock
planning over; then there are no resources any more.’82

‘The regional act [on land take] saves the Piano casa. [...] The SUAP as also the
Decreto Sviluppo have enabled [planning] exceptions’83

‘The [regional landscape] plan is a tool that puts politics face to face with their
responsibilities’84

Regarding planning, much has changed indeed between the adoption of the last master plans
by the single comuni during the 1980s to early 1990s to that of the new ones, elaborated
according to the 2004 regional planning act.85 First of all, to the strengthened conservation
framework evoked above corresponded a succession of planning variances related to the
realisation of specific infrastructures, like the motorway link roads (bretelle), which had a
sensible impact on the Riviera’s landscape, or the never-built truck road (camionabile).
Secondly, planning reform and the economic crisis have made public-private partnerships a
key mode for the territory’s management (Fregolent & Savino, 2014; Patassini et al., 2015), as
exemplified by the two cases just cited.

Such operations caused opposition from groups of citizens, lately with some success although
SIA and SEA -related to the PAT or specific infrastructure projects- seem to have been only
virtually participative (Fregolent, 2014).86 The committee Opzione Zero (at first called Rete
No-AR) was created in 2004 in opposition to the Orte-Mestre motorway project, which
impact on the Riviera landscape would have been more than appreciable. From then Opzione
Zero been much active in all environmental issues in the Riviera, as well as other associations
such as the local section of Legambiente.87 Be it due to their well-informed action, through
observations to plans (including the PTRC and PTCP) and development projects or to their
communication and civic engagement, or else to a changed context, some heavy-impact
projects such as Veneto City and Città della Moda seem to have been discouraged -although

81 Local business office, see above, section 3.1.6.
82 Interview with L. Fontana (Bisogna stare attenti con gli strumenti; se non consentono nulla non sono
strumenti, e quando si sovvrapongono nascono disastri. [...] Forse il piano paesaggistico è troppo
complesso [...] il Piano casa, il PRUSST, il SUAP... sono tutti strumentiche mandano a gambe all’aria la
pianificazione; poi non ci sono più le risorse.)
83 Interview with M. Pacchiani (La legge regionale [...] salva il Piano casa. [...] Lo sportello unico per le
attività produttive, come il Decreto Sviluppo sono stati strumenti delle deroghe)
84 Interview with R. Pelloni (Il Piano è uno strumento che mette la politica di fronte alle proprie
responsabilità )
85 Interviews with G. Rallo, M. Pacchiani, L. Fontana
86 Interviews with M. Pacchiani, M. Donadel; see also above, section 1.3
87 See its website (URL http://www.legambienterivierabrenta.org/)

http://www.legambienterivierabrenta.org/
http://www.legambienterivierabrenta.org/
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it is too early to assess the impact of citizen opposition to the new supermarket in Dolo on
the comune’s decision.88 In the meantime, civil lists including active members of such
associations also have had an impact in local elections, and those who have been elected as
counsellors play an active part in local government.89

The tourism sector has been substantially reformed through the 2013 regional act, which
cancelled the local coordinating development associations (Agenzie di Promozione Turistica,
APT) without systematically replacing them by the new Organizzazioni di Gestione della
Destinazione (OGD -see above, sections 2 and 3). Thus the Riviera itself did not match the
criteria to constitute an OGD, which led to the creation of the OGD Riviera del Brenta e Terre
del Tiepolo associating the Riviera and the territory of Mirano (see above, section 3.1.6.).

More recently, the crisis of small shops and local businesses, tackled by initiatives such as the
‘Io compro in Riviera del Brenta’ (‘I buy in the Riviera del Brenta’) campaign promoted by the
local section of Confcommercio in 201390, has been associated precisely with tourism
development.  Thus a board for local businesses and tourism (Consulta per il commercio e il
turismo) was set up in 2016 by the former Mira administration, which was conceived to fill a
gap left in particular by the cancellation of business commissions by national and regional
legislation liberalising commerce and tourism, and to secure better coordination through the
comune itself.91 The scarce response from professionals -interpreted by an interviewee as
due to a lack of confidence toward the comune-92 made such board’s implementation
impossible, but the new administration (elected in June 2017) intends to resume the process.
In the meantime, local associations and productive activities have been promoting
sustainable practices such as ethical purchasing groups (Gruppi d’Acquisto Solidale, GAS),
promoted for instance in occasion of the festival ‘Si può fare’ organised in Mira.

6.2. The reasoning in consideration of managing change

Fig. 17 Poster of the conference/workshop ‘Organising the territory... and become a tourist destination’

88 See the petition’s web page (URL https://firmiamo.it/no-al-nuovo-centro-commerciale-a-dolo)
89 Interview with M. Donadel
90 See ‘Appello ai Comuni “Stop ad altri ipermercati”’, A. Abbadir in La Nuova di Venezia e Mestre,
01/30/2013, already cited in section 4.2.
91 Interview with F. Vallotto; see also the dedicated page on the comune’s website (URL
https://www.comune.mira.ve.it/index.php?area=4&menu=527&page=788)
92 Interview with M. Campalto

https://www.comune.mira.ve.it/index.php?area=4&menu=527&page=788
https://www.comune.mira.ve.it/index.php?area=4&menu=527&page=788
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The Riviera seems to be generally considered a coherent territory (territorio) rather than
landscape (paesaggio), with the exception of heritage professionals. But planning and
heritage reform at the national and regional level, as well as activism at the local level, might
bring forward a new emphasis on landscape in a near future. Meanwhile, significant attempts
to coordinate the various aspect of its management testify a shared sense of the Riviera as a
whole, characterised by singular issues and opportunities:

‘It would make sense to elaborate a plan [progetto] for the Riviera, which would
consider the strip [along the naviglio], an action plan that would indicate strategies,
to be implemented piecemeal when resources are available or by a private [citizen or
firm], possibly with incentives’93

’I’d see to a person or a simple body, that would be in direct contact with the Region
and would represent the various comuni’94

‘Within this systematic operation [the regional landscape plan], the Riviera is but an
item, significant but to reconfigure according to such system; it could be addressed
by an action plan. It can already be read through the information that we have, in
relation to the cognitive part, to the objectives of landscape quality [...] for the
coastal area; we have provided a framework’95

In such context, tourism seems to be widely considered as the main opportunity for the
Riviera -‘Clearly tourism should be enhanced as everywhere else in Italy’-96, which would
bring not only jobs and economical development, but also resources for the conservation of
villas and public realm, starting from the naviglio’s banks; the above shows that much is done
in that sense. This is also coherent with the Riviera’s heritage value, more generally acclaimed
than its landscape, which only heritage professionals and environmentalists seem to
understand and care for: thus for instance Mira is advertised as an ‘art town’ (città d’arte) by
the comune, which refers rather exclusively to the villas.97 Instead, ESF-funded workshops
were held at IUAV in 2008-2009 on the theme ‘Projects in the Riviera. Rehabilitation and
promotion of the Riviera del Brenta’s territory’, in collaboration with the business association
based in Venice Confindustria.98

On the other hand, both at the national and local level an affirmed sensibility for the
environment is perceivable, significantly also through provisions such as the regional act on

93 Interview with L. Fontana (Quello che avrebbe senso è fare un progetto per la Riviera, che prenda il
nastro, un progetto attuativo indicando strategie, a pezzetti da realizzare quando ci sono i mezzi o ci
pensa il privato, magari con premi)
94 Interview with M. Campalto (Io verrei una persona o un organo snello, che sia in contatto diretto con
la Regione e rappresenti i vari comuni.)
95 Interview with R. Pelloni (Facendo questa operazione di sistema, la Riviera è un punto, importante,
ma da riconfigurare secondo questo sistema; potrebbe fare l’oggetto di un progetto operativo. Può
essere sin d’ora essere letta tramite le informazioni che abbiamo, in relazione alla parte ricognitiva, agli
obiettivi di qualità paesaggistica... per l’ambito costiero; noi abbiamo dato un quadro di riferimento.)
96 Interview wth F. Vallotto (Chiaramente il turismo come in tutta Italia va valorizzato)
97 See for instance the comune’s logo on its website (URL
https://www.comune.mira.ve.it/index.php?lingua=4)
98 Progetti in Riviera. Riqualificazione e valorizzazione delterritorio della Riviera del Brenta; a dedicated
issue of the IUAV journal was published in occasion of an exhibition of the projects elaborated during
the workshop (available online: URL http://www.academia.edu/1224867/progetti_in_riviera)

https://www.comune.mira.ve.it/index.php?lingua=4
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land take: ‘One could say that fortunately the crisis came, then we have a new regional act
against land take, propaganda for some but which in any case is a sign’, remarked a planning
officer.99 Local plans themselves, such as the Mira PAT, tackle land take as a key issue in the
Veneto context. Although landscape conservation seems to be rarely put to the foreground
-but by the regional landscape plan under elaboration-, more binding environmental policies
and regulations should contribute to it.

Whatsoever, along with the necessity to enable governance coordination in the Riviera,
awareness has to be built among citizens, perceived by professionals both as consumers and
actors in its territory’s management, according to their activities and practices: commuting,
visiting villas and/or cycling on week-ends, having a detached house built, and so on. More or
less optimistically, professionals interviewed seem to agree on the fact that the recent
urbanisation of the Riviera has -contemporaneously to a dramatic increase of its population-
dismantled its sense of community:

‘To build a fake villa [for a house] was considered right; then they became fake
farmsteads, whilst now there’s a new taste for modern and design stuff’100

‘Knowledge of the territory is also conditioned by the urbanism model: the use of
private cars, commercial centers... People have no sense of belonging for the place.
There’s no community any more, really. You can build it over again if you find
elements of awareness of who we are, of where we are.’101

7. Conclusion: The consequences of planning reform and
physical changes for the tangible and intangible cultural
heritage, and the sense of place

The case of Mira exemplifies to some extent issues present in the whole Riviera, although
some are more critical for various reasons, including its morphology. Thus, various attempts
to introduce a governance level for the whole Riviera, above the single comuni -but by uniting
them- and below the Veneto Region and Venice Metropolitan district, have been so far only
partially successful. This regards in particular planning and tourism, which is considered the
main opportunity for the Riviera; in this perspective, heritage and -less strategically and less
critically- landscape are both the main resource for development, and the recipient of it. The
maintenance of villas and the naviglio’s banks is indeed one of the most widely felt issues.

The establishment of a complex conservation framework, as well as the affirmation of
environmental civic activism seem to have significantly discouraged further public works,

99 Interview with L. Fontana (Si potrebbe dire che per fortuna è arrivata la crisi, abbiamo una nuova
legge regionale contro il consumo di suolo, propagandistica secondo alcuni, ma che comunque
rappresenta un segno)
100 Interview with M. Pacchiani (Fare una finta villa veneta [di una casa] era ritenuto opportuno; poi
sono diventate finte case rurali, mentre ora c’è il nuovo gusto per il moderno e il design)
101 Interview with M. Donadel (La conoscenza del territorio passa anche per il modello
dell’urbanizzazione: l’uso dell’auto privata, i centri commerciali... La gente non ha nessun attaccamento
con il posto. La comunità non c’è più, in realtà. La puoi ricostruire se ritrovi elementi di consapevolezza
di chi siamo, di dove siamo.)
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whilst the connection of the Padua-Venice highway has had a heavy impact in various parts of
the northern Riviera. The scarcity of resources, both in public and private hands, also
contributed to this.

The complexity of the Riviera’s landscape, which had been as much a resort for Venetian
patrician families as a productive system and an articulate transport infrastructure, seems to
be understood by few professionals -most of whom operate in the heritage field-, but also by
environmentalists.

Whilst attachment to the Riviera seems almost unanimous, it is expressed in terms of well-
being rather than conservation. Moreover, citizens appear to be preoccupied primarily by the
maintenance of the naviglio’s banks, in addition to the conservation -and public opening- of
villas and their gardens; there is no comprehensive perception of the Riviera as a landscape
(paesaggio). Well-being in turn is perceived as a potential, hindered by heavy traffic on the
brentana road and more generally by the area’s urbanisation, which for most residents has
marked a turning point from a rural Riviera that does not exist any more.

Attempts to enhance governance coordination at the Riviera level may have a significant
impact if further implemented; for now, the absence of the comune of Mira from the Unione
dei Comuni della Riviera del Brenta may instead much hinder the associations’ ambitions.

In the long term, the resort function of the Riviera has evolved and is under further
development, and villas which used to be summer dwellings for Venetian patrician families
have become key tourist attractions, as well as boating to some extent. But the Riviera’s
vocation as a destination could consider its landscape more comprehensively, as should
planning.
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